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ehran has been thought of as simply a T mistake. Fifty years ago Western “ad- 
visors” would incredulously demand of their Iranian 
hosts, “You call this a ciry? This is nothing but an 
overgrown garden.’’ Obligingly the Iranians eradicated 
the garden and built Tehran. Maddeningly now the 
foreigners are more incredulous than ever. “You call 
this a city? This is simply a concrete wasteland!” Most 
of the foreigners who come here are simply peddling 
better mousetraps, however. Aside from the carpetbag- 
gers there are a few visitors, who feel as if they were 
being forced to look at a distorted reflection of them- 
selves in some grotesque carnival mirror. Here they find 
the doctrines of progress and the dogmas of development 
parodied by overearnest disciples; nowadays some of the 
most vehement proponents of the “Western” concepts 
of materialism are Easterners. 

Take traffic, for example, usually the first thing in 
Tehran to strike (sometimes literally) the newcomer. 
Kuyhun Inrernarional, the local English newspaper, 
states that “2,075 tons of pollutants are released into the 
atmosphere daily” here. Every year 90,372 tons of 
“cancer-causing hydrocarbons” become part of the 
environment. Most of this is from automobile exhaust, 
trapped in the streets and held there by temperature and 
air currents. Against life spans unnaturally extended by 
technology, millions of cars (including the national 
economy-model, the Paykan) spew forth their fumes. 
Four people per day, on the average day, are slaughtered 
by cars (in Paris; with far more than twice the popula- 
tion, the score is one every four days). Foreign experts 
are called in to make proposal after futile proposal,.while 
simultaneously taxes on foreign cars are lifted to encour- 
age more imports. And one hears it said quite seriously 
that pollution and traffic jams are signs of progress; after 
all, the “developed” countries all have them ... not to 
mention Cairo, Damascus, Karachi, etc. 

Or take architecture. Persian, or Islamic, architecture 
is, in general, inward-looking: houses turn plain brown 
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mud walls to the street but contain courtyard gardens like 
hearts, or like veiled women. Mosques and other reli- 
gious buildings have a public face, but even they are 
likely to be surrounded by narrow streets, clusters of 
shops. The famous royal Meydan square in Isfahan is an 
exception-and in any case it was never meant to 
become a public park cum parking lot. 

Tehran has none of the past of Isfahan or Yazd, little of 
the charm of Shirazor Kerman. Still, i t  was at one point a 
reasonable Islamic town. Now it  has become part of the 
international megapolis. Generally speaking, the only 
motive in building seems to be profit, but for that very 
reason the architecture is inspired by alien models- 
largely American-which have turned the fabric of life 
inside out. For some reason houses are built with huge 
windows open on the streets. Traditional means of 
utilizing cool air are ignored, with the result that air 
conditioning has become a “necessity” in this water- 
hungry desert. Traditional privacy is ignored, with the 
result that space itself becomes a force for cultural and 
personal crisis. 

Still Tehran is not Iran; and even in Tehran there are 
indications that one is not simply living in some distant 
suburb of Los Angeles. The farther downtown you go the 
closer you come to a more real Iran, which is also a 
poorer Iran. There are no swarms of dying beggars as in 
India; but there are also few signs of the recent luxury of 
the upper city, where diplomats spread out beneath the 
cool shadows of the mountains. In South Tehran one 
begins to feel the vitality and color of life one associates 
with the East (qualities still common in the smaller cities 
and villages). In the Tehran bazaar, despite displays of 
plastic shoes and nylon wedding dresses, it is easy to feel 
the structure of traditional Islamic economics and ethics 
still functioning. Frequently one comes across an aro- 
matic herbalist’s shop, or a rug merchant smoking a 
water pipe beside his woven treasure. In the teahouses, 
full  of dignified men in shabby suits, walls decorated 
with lively religious paintings, one feels at last in Persia. 

According to the clichCs, this is a country of roses and 
nightingales, poetry and wine (both esoteric and mate- 
rial), and in fact all these things can still be found in 
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abundance. It is the romantic aspect of Persia that causes 
the traveler to fall in love with it; while the daily sight of 
some part of the tradition destroyed causes the deepest 
pain. 

Journalists usually speak with smug approval of coun- 
tries that are being brought or “dragged” into the 
twentieth century. In one sense Iran never had to be 
dragged. It fervently embraced many of the worst (and a 
few of the better) things of contemporary life. In another 
sense, however, Iran has grave doubts about the whole 
process. Never really a colony, it has come late to 
modernism-with a sudden gush of oil money for 
inspiration-late enough to realize now that the Thames 
and the Seine are not the “rivers of Paradise,” as the old 
joke has it; that the modem West itself is undergoing 

few years ago Iran celebrated 2,500 years A of continuous history. This year it cele- 
brates fifty years of the Pahlavi dynasty. The previous 
rulers, the Qajars, were a bad lot by any standards, and 
no one except a few Parisian pawnbrokers mourned their 
passing early in the century. The corruption that 
flourished under them and the granting of trade 
privileges to foreign powers constituted a kind of quasi- 
colonialism, and the reaction against it followed in some 
respects the postcolonial history of other “underdevel- 
oped” nations. Western economic and military influ- 
ence was denounced, but Western political and cultural 
models were widely believed to be infallible, inevitable. 
The Tehran press openly discussed the “secret” of the 
West, the magic key to success that they felt sure must be 

upheaval and self-doubt about limits to growth. Today in 
the light of the crisis of modernity a feeling for tradition 
is once again emerging in some circles. Those who find 
positive values in Iran’s heritage do not demand a return 
to the past, but rather a different future than that 
envisioned by the prophets of Progress. 

It would perhaps be a mistake to call this future 
“postindustrial,” since Iran has never been an industrial 
state in the European sense of the term. To understand 
the alternative futures foreseen by those who oppose 
modernism in some way or another, it is necessary to 
understand a bit of the past they share. 

there if only they could “throw off the blinders of the 
past” and see clearly. 

Was the key perhaps education? Very well, overnight 
the religious schools were replaced by a complete imita- 
tion of the French educational system. Students went to 
sleep one night in a world of Hafez, Rumi, the Koran, 
and Traditions of Muhammed, and woke up the next 
morning in the Paris of the Encyclopedists. 

Was it perhaps democracy? Very well, a constitution 
would be implemented at once. The army? Foreign 
experts would be hired immediately. Freemasonry? 
Pan-Islamism? Nationalism? Capitalism? Communism? 
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Traditional forces still possessed enough vitality in 
Iran to prevent the excesses of an Ataturk. Yet there was 
a period when veils and turbans were outlawed. Bulldoz- 
ers plowed through the traditional quarters; 
“Haussmannizing” i t  was called after Georges 
Haussmann, the nineteenth-century transformer of 
Paris. Wide boulevards were created, suitable for the 
much desired automobiles, streets that sucked the life- 
blood out of bazaars and neighborhoods and left scars in 
the shape of bisected houses and heaps of rubble that are 
still, forty or fifty years later, not all cleared away. 

Under the Pahlavi dynasty, much to the annoyance of 
the Western liberal press, Iran no longer suffers the 
economic and political control of the Occident. A com- 
bination of shrewd judgment and wealth have allowed 
Muhammad Reza Shah Pahlavi to turn Iran into perhaps 
the major power of the region, and to eradicate much of 
the poverty, disease, and even corruption that plague 
other parts of the East. He has retained some of the 
political form of the traditional monarchy, interpreting 
the Constitution as a blueprint for his rule and for his 
unique concept of a “Shah-people” revolution, blood- 
lessly linking ruler and people i n  a bond that- 
ideally-dispenses with the excessive powers of both 
aristocrats and bureaucrats. 

But i t  would be idle to claim that Iranian society in 
general has solved the problem of the conflict between 
tradition and modernity. Iran no longer believes in the 
“secret of the West.” The official line, often repeated 
by the ruler, by his wife the Empress, and by hosts of 
officials, is that “We shall have the benefits of the 
modem world, of the West, without making its mistakes, 
without falling victim to its problems.” We shall, in 
other words, have borh tradition and modernity. The 
formula for this combination, if it exists, has not been 
found yet. No one but the blandest apologist would claim 
it. Even the crustiest conservative has given up hope that 
Iran can return intact to the fourteenth century; and even 
the trendiest engineer now pays lip service to “Iranian” 
solutions. Finding the balance between tradition and 
modernity means finding Iran’s future, and the varying 
interpretations of this task make up the intellectual map 
of Iran today. 

ne way of posing the problem is to ask 0 what Iran would do if the price of oil 
crashed-or what will it do when the wells run dry? One 
answer is that by that time Iran will have industrialized 
itself and will have become the West Germany or Japan 
of the Middle East. Another answer, less often heard but 
growing in feasibility, is that Iran will have skipped the 
industrial stage and passed directly into the postindus- 
trial era. Having embraced the ideals of the ecologist and 
the alternate technologist, the country will survive on 
small-scale labor-intensive industry, self-sufficient ag- 
riculture, and so on. 

Of course there are shades and gradations between 
these extremes, neither of which looks entirely practical 
in the light of present conditions. Nevertheless it remains 
necessary to lean toward one or the other pole when 
making decision-r even when expressing opinions 

-about development goals, cultural prerogatives, and 
spiritual attitudes. It might be possible to call this Iran’s 
version of the Two Cultures. 

On the one hand there is the Technocratic Culture. 
While one can find a few examples of Solzhenitsyn’s 
engineers in Iran, and even many pious and cultured 
men, there are others who are quite in thrall to various 
sorts of positivistic, materialistic, and modemistic 
pseudo-philosophies of Progress. At the extreme lies the 
“Bulldozer Effect,” the tendency of people in non- 
Western countries to cave in totally and without resis- 
tance when faced by modern technolgy in its massive 
and virulently antitraditional forms. Beneath this effect 
lurks what might be called Colonialism of the Spirit. 
From the hoodlum youth hanging around on street 
comers everywhere in the East, trying to live up to 
television, to the California-educated electronics expert 
with his scorn for village life, religion, and traditional 
art-these are the products of the Technocratic Culture. 
Although a great strength still survives in the people of 
Iran, the tentacles of Engineerism spread everywhere, 
just as in those old posters depicting the “Red Menace” 
we’ve been taught to laugh at in America. A perfect 
example is modem medicine, which has turned even 
simple shepherds into what Ivan Illich calls “patients,” 
de-autonomized addicts of the latest health care tech- 
niques. Television, too, is spreading among the well- 
to-do in small towns and villages; and the poor can watch 
ifin teahouses where the seats have been rearranged to 
face the Tube instead of other people. It would be 
ridiculous to “blame” anyone for all this. The Govern- 
ment cannot very well refuse welfare, real welfare to its 
people. Welfare brings with it a taste for such things as 
television. This is the paradox of materialism, East or 
West. Today one must be a hermit or a beggar to escape 
“Coca-Colonization” (Roszak). 

On the other hand there is the Traditional Culture. 
This is made up in part of really traditional people, 
peasants, Sufis, scholars, and so on, who live spiritually 
in a world for which modernism is still only a distant 
threat. Significantly most of them are old. But some 
Persians with modem, even Western, educations or with 
rea! experience of the modern world have returned home 
physically and spiritually to rediscover their own heri- 
tage. For them a sort of thesis-antithesis-synthesis pro- 
cess has taken place, or is in  the process of taking place, 
but the synthesis is not revolutionary in the post- 
Hegelian sense. It is an attempt to live in the contempo- 
rary world in the light of traditional values. 

Obviously this implies a world different in many ways 
from that of Persia’s grandfathers .(many of whom can 
remember the days of the horse carriage). The new 
traditionalists are conservative in wanting to conserve 
the best aspects of their heritage; this means something 
much more specific than the conservatism of the West 
(which is often no more than yesterday’s liberalism). 
They are radical in  the “root” sense of the word-and 
certainly often more daring and visionary than their 
“progressive” opposites, the technocrats. They are 
relatively open to certain new developments that are 
bringing the West itself closer to an appreciation of 
tradition, such as the New Consciousness and Soft 
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Technology. Often what seems the “latest thing” to an 
American is no- more than the most ancient to an 
Oriental. Yet when the two perceptions meet, the thing 
itself acquires a fresh power. “Make it  new.” 

The patroness and, indeed, the archetype of this group 
is the Empress herself, Farah Pahlavi, Shahbanou of 
Iran. Educated in art and architecture in France, she 
returned body and soul to her country and has made 
herself the champion not only of the usual orphanages 
and charities, but also of the arts, culture, architecture, 
and restoration; in general she has championed the 
creative attempt to find that balance between old and new 
that would help Iran to realize itself as a nation and a 
people. On her trips around the country she often gives 
orders that old buildings and traditional neighborhoods 
be saved from the entrepreneurs and modernizers, that 
crafts be fostered and revived, that artists be recognized 
and rewarded. She is genuinely sensitive to the problems 
of her people, especially women and the poor. 

The Shiraz Festival of Arts is a good example of what 
her patronage can achieve. In this small and charming 
town in the desert the Festival has brought together 
Westerners such as Peter Brook, Grotowski, Merce 
Cunningham, John Cage, Robert Wilson, and Maurice 
Bijart-all of whom, for better or  worse, share an 
interest in Oriental art-with the finest performers of 
traditional music and drama from everywhere in Asia. 
The result has been a unique and, in many cases, fruitful 
confrontation of East and West. Why Eric Bentley and 
the Radical Chic set should have chosen the Festival as a 
symbol of their political disapproval of Iran and boycot- 
ted the most important creative event in the Middle East 
is at least somewhat inscrutable. 

At this year’s Festival the Empress told newsmen that 
her own Farah Pahlavi Foundation would serve as a 
means to foster culture without bureaucracy (an indirect 
criticism of some of the other cultural institutions in the 
country) and announced the formation of a Center for 
Intercultural Communication to set up a cultural 
dialogue within Asia. While the Shiraz Festival will 
remain international in scope, the Tus Festival will 
continue to deal with traditional Iranian performing arts 
such as storytelling and folk dance; and the Kerman 
Festival, now in the planning stages, with traditional 
Iranian music. 

Sponsored by the Empress, these festivals are largely 
the work of the National Iranian Radio and Television 
(NIRT). Television plays a paradoxical role in Iran: on 
the one hand it destroys (just as it does everywhere) the 
autonomy and creativity of its addicts, and does so 
through its very structure in relation to society as much 
as through poor programming. On the other hand NIRT 
is a refuge for some of the best thinkers and artists in the 
country, such as its director Reza Qotbi, or Dariush 
Safvat, the h,ead of a branch of the organization with the 
cumbersome but exact title of the Center for the Preser- 
vation and Propagation of Traditional Iranian Music. 

The Empress’ interest in traditional architecture has 
inspired what might be the beginning of a “Pahlavi 
style,” to take its place along with the Timurid, Safavid, 
and Qajar period styles, based on traditional concepts 
but avoiding slavish imitation. So far no truly outstand- 

ing examples of city planning have appeared in this 
genre, but there are quite a few very attractive modem 
buildings in Iran, if you know where to find them, and 
the level of restoration of ancient buildings is generally 
good (aside from a tendency to surround them with 
Westem-style parks, thus isolating them from their 
traditional settings in the midst of life). 

A few years ago the foreign experts in Iran, like 
traveling salesmen, all spoke the language of massive 
technology, convinced that was what their employers 
wanted to hear. Recently, however, more and more 
planners and scientists have been showing up here under 
the influence of thinkers like E.F. Schumacher, Ivan 
Illich, Peter Berger, the “limits to growth” philoso- 
phers, and counterculturists. Accustomed to listening 
reverently to the latest word from the West, even some of 
the technocrats have been profoundly shaken by such 
meetings; and as for the traditionalists, they have seen in 
these new ways of the West a chance to integrate their 
own philosophies with strong and ethical trends in 
contemporary science and thought. 

In Iran such experiments as the Lorestan Project (in 
which all the problems of a small region are being 
tackled with small-scale, appropriate, and integrated 
solutions involving solar energy, handicraft revival, 
“front-line medical workers,” and the like) and the 
“Endogenous Development Cluster’’ at the newly 
opened Avicenna University in Hamadan indicate the 
growing willingness even among Iranian officials to give 
alternate realities a chance. 

The attempt to find an Iranian approach to Iranian 
problems has also given birth to another project spon- 
sored by the Empress, the remarkable Imperial Iranian 
Academy of Philosophy. Headed by Persia’s leading 
scholar of the history of science, Sufism, and philoso- 
phy, Seyyed Hossein Nasr, the Academy is charged not 
only with the task of comparative philosophy but also 
with a philosophical inquiry into Iran’s development, its 
future. To this end the Academy has brought people like 
Illich and Berger to Iran, as well as philosophers such as 
Henry Corbin and Toshihiko Izutsu. 

he background of all this activity is not only T cultural  but also-even more so- 
religious. Islam is very far from being a moribund force 
in Iran; even the revolutionaries often profess some kind 
of Islamic doctrine. Ugly as Tehran might be, there is 
still somehow in the air, the atmosphere, the feeling that 
somewhere someone is chanting the Koran, that people 
are praying. The Engineers have tended to be agnostic, 
even atheist, and hence have been out of step with most 
Iranians; but since the West is trained to notice change 
rather than continuity, noise rather than silence, we have 
tended to take the technocrats more seriously than they 
deserve. If Iran is to “save itself from the mistakes of the 
West,” it will have to do so in the context of its faith, for 
Islam is a religion that embraces all of life. It cannot be 
pushed into the mosques and turned into a once-a-week 
middle-class outing. It must deal with the problems of 
progress, technology, and the quality of l i f e - o r  else 
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these problems will simply become catastrophes. 
This is not the place to attempt to analyze Iranian 

Islam, but it might be said (as a vast oversimplification) 
that its strength derives from three levels of its being: the 
popular, the religious per se, and the mystical. Popular 
Shi’ism, the “cult of saints” and Imams, festivals, 
mourning ceremonies, and the like provide the bedrock 
of faith without which a people has lost its soul. Religion 
per se, the mosques, madrassahs, and mullahs, give 
theological and social strength as well as solidarity with 
the Islamic world in general. The moral and spiritual 
power of this aspect of Islam is not only positive in  itself, 
but also provides a useful counterbalance to the evils of 
modernization. 

But ultimately the intellectual and intuitive strength to 
deal with the contemporary world may come from 
Sufism, the mystical dimension of Islam. Contrary to the 
predictions of the orientalists, Sufism has not only 
refused to die in  Iran, i t  has thrived. Some Westerners 
criticize Persia for its lack of freedom-but there are 
different sorts of freedom. In Tehran alone there exists 
the freedom for over a hundred different groups of 
worshipers to gather and invoke the Name of God every 
Thursday night. 

Sufism can provide the real freedom, the real vision, 
and even daring needed to help Iran find that elusive 
balance between tradition and the demands of contempo- 
rary life. It offers eternal renewal, peace of mind, 
harmony with nature, creative force, beauty, justice, and 

every other ingredient for such a task. Sufism is not 
restricted to Persia, but it has provided the very soul of 
Persian culture for centuries. There is no reason to think 
i t  will fail to continue to do so.. .and in fact Iran’s Sufis 
seem quite capable of restating their eternal truths in the 
“language of the times.” 

Will Iran manage to retain the best of itself while 
taking its place in “today’s world”? Will it overcome 
the chaos and ugliness that it has brought upon itself, and 
regain its harmonious sense of the joy of life poised 
within the transience of human existence? There are 
signs that the possibility exists, indications of positive 
change-and there are also signs leading to pessimism 
and despair. Despair, however, is a sin, and no one can 
know the future except Allah. “Even if you know the 
world will end tomorrow, plant a tree,” said Muham- 
med. Finally, neither optimism nor pessimism offers a 
satisfying attitude for Iran, or for any traditional society. 
To work for what is best-even if the worst is destined to 
triumph-is the only possible way to spend one’s time. 

As Hafez put it: 

Wake up Saki 
bring the cup 

kick dust 
on the head of the “problems of the times” 
and if the learned 

slander us 
who cares? 


